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Dear CtC
We hope you are all coping as well as possible with the Covid19 situation. The magnitude of the
current disruption begs the question whether boards around the globe have paid enough attention to
organisational continuity planning. Who dared to think the unthinkable? The relevance of diversity of
thought in the board room has perhaps never been as clear as now. CtC is still going strong with events
being switched to zoom (a virtual social has been scheduled for next Tuesday 14th - please register
here). We have a range of items to pique your interest.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Request to all members to complete the membership survey - click here
Reading in times of quarantine
Board involvement during the Corona crisis
CtC Graduate meetings
Connecting with one another in times of crisis
1. Karthik Subramanya
2. Silka Patel
Charities & a lifeline in the Corona crisis, an article by Perdita Fraser in the FT
Useful board related reading & listening materials
CtC board successes
CtC Twitter & LinkedIn corner
Thank you to members
Board observer opportunity - deadline to apply next week
EasyFundraising & Amazon Smile - ways to raise money for CtC at no cost to you

As always, please do feedback any comments, suggestions or ideas for the newsletter to
us. Thank you and stay safe!
CtC Member Communication Team
Courage tenacity Credibility
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CtC's Membership Diversity
Survey - PLEASE TAKE PART:

March Graduate Group meeting:
Board involvement during the
Corona Crisis
The Graduate Group had a zoom
meeting on what board members
can / should do in these unusual
times. Many thanks to Anna Davis
for uploading her notes to the CtC
platform in the Graduate Group.
They can be read here.

Our last survey (in 2018) was incredibly helpful in
providing information on the breakdown of CtC’s
membership. As an organisation set up to
promote board effectiveness through increasing
diversity of thought, it’s important we understand
the diversity in our membership and whether we
are reaching under-represented groups.
In order to track progress, it’s important to
maintain consistency in the survey’s contents;
however, we have taken on board the feedback
we received and have amended or removed
some questions. Just to remind you, your
responses are confidential and anonymous. The
questions are designed to establish whether we
are reaching more marginalised groups, whose
perspective is much-needed in the boardrooms
of the UK (and beyond).
More information on the rationale for our
questions and some FAQs can be found on the
CtC membership platform here. The survey
should take no more than 5-10 minutes to
complete and the deadline for completion is 1st
May. We really would like as many members as
possible to complete it. Thank you.

Below we summarise some of the
key take aways:
In terms of immediate crisis
management, the priority is to
ensure that the core activities of the
organisation are undertaken and
communication within the
organisation is maintained, while
keeping the Chair in the loop. The
Board may need to give the
Executives space to do the
operational crisis management,
but it’s important to have boundaries
on decisions they can make

CtC MEMBERS' SURVEY LINK

Set up a special risk committee /
crisis team (the composition will
depend on the type of organisation)
which should be meeting regularly
for short meetings to discuss Corona
related decisions and issues and to
stay on top of risks. This may be in
the form of 20 minute bi-weekly
calls, weekly 30
minute Slack discussions. It is
important that records are kept.
For governance, it may be
necessary to change documents
about when/where people can meet
for AGMs, Board meetings etc. so
virtual meetings count for formal
decision-making.
OSCR has provided
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some guidance including: Virtual
meetings are ok as long as
documented as such. Notifiable
events are still to be communicated
to OSCR, but they understand it
might not be a priority to inform them
and it may take a little time. Make
sure decisions and reasons are
recorded. Use reserves as long as it
doesn't impact future plans.
Finance: Encourage high level
scenario planning, calculating (very)
approximate financial impact figures
for certain decisions or changes.
Use these to assess the impact on
the budget. For charities, if the
viability of the charity is under threat,
the relevant authorities must be
informed, even if the Exec team
aren’t keen to.
Medium term: Look at other issues.
To name a few: the impact on
creditors and scenarios like 'what if
40% of staff are ill?' Analyse who
'irreplaceable' individuals are and
how back-up can be arranged.
There is more in Anna's notes.

Reading in times of quarantine
Not all of us will have time to read, but if you do,
here are some books that may help you to
prepare for future discussions in the board room.
The subtitle of the first book, The Black Swan by
Nassim Nicholas Taleb, underlines why this book
is so relevant despite the fact that it was
published 12 years ago. The impact of the highly
improbable, is likely to stay on our minds long
after this pandemic is over. Written in accessible
prose, The Black Swan gives us simple tools for
spotting the elephants on the world stage (and in
the board room!).

Long term: Ensure the organisation
doesn't lose some of the benefits of
this experience such as online
meetings and working from home.
Disclaimer: This is a summary of
Anna's notes from the meeting and
not official CtC advice. It is also
confidential to CtC In addition, we
would like to encourage all Graduate
Group Members to have a look at
the thread on this topic.

Another highly relevant book that is not brandnew is The Great Reset by Richard Florida.
Intended to show how the world could transform
after the financial crisis of 2008, the book may be
even more useful now, since we can ask
ourselves why in many cases change hasn't
happened.
It's possible to sign up for a free 30-day trial at
Audible. For those of you who have young
children Audible has made available hundreds of
books for free. Click here. No need to sign up.
Do you have a tip for (aspiring) board members
on what to read in these challenging times?
Please share it in the All Members forum on the
CtC website.
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Members' Event Calendar
The next CtC Graduate Group Meeting is
on 22nd April at 6pm via zoom, with the
topic:
"Getting it right – when an issue hits
and a Board has to investigate"

Thank you to Fran Van Dijk, Anna
Davis, Silka Patel and Neil
Stevenson for organising the
Graduate Group Zoom call in these
challenging times.

We are delighted to be joined by Lynne
Marr and Niall McLean from Brodies
Solicitors to share thoughts and facilitate
this discussion. For the details on how to

Thank you also to Nicola Gordon
who was due to speak about her
experience as chair of a public
sector board at the Edinburgh
College Board Chair recruitment
event that CtC was supporting. The
event was postponed as most public
appointment recruitment rounds
have been put on hold.

join please see details of the event on the
platform - see here.

Interesting board related reading
materials:
1. COVID-19: An interesting
article is the following one:
"Covid-19 is a new systemic
risk. What are the implications
for governance?" from "Board
Agenda": "A long-term
perspective—and a grounding
in ethics and values more
generally—should guide both
investor and board
responses" . Read more
here.
2. IWD: It may already seem a while
ago. but on March 8, it was
International Women's Day (IWD).
Here are some interesting reading &
listening materials:

Our CtC member Perdita Fraser penned
this article for the FT:

What big data can tell us about
women on boards:
The number crunchers at the OECD
have analysed the numbers for
women on boards of the 500 biggest
multinationals worldwide. They
conclude that only 16% of board
members is female with an absolute

"Charities need a lifeline to
respond to coronavirus — and
rebuild society afterwards."
"Across the world, the sector is facing
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skyrocketing demand, collapsing revenue

low of 12% in the technology sector.
It's also noteworthy that even within
the board room a glass ceiling
continues to exist with only 7% of
senior roles fulfilled by women. Read
the details of this short but important
overview here.

and locked-down staff and volunteers.
Governments must urgently throw a
financial lifeline to frontline charities
responding to coronavirus and those
providing essential services such as
hospices, homeless shelters, food banks

Jane Richardson posted this link in
the CtC All Members Community
about Dame Helena Morrissey, who
established the 30% Club for greater
female representation on boards.
She talks about the importance of
diversity in terms of diversity of
thought. Click here to listen. Thanks
for sharing, Jane!

and domestic violence support."
Here's the direct link to the article in the
FT.
Here's the link to her post on LinkedIn and
here to her Twitter post. Feel free to share
Perdita's article with your own networks if
it resonates with you. We have many
charity directors amongst our members,
some of whom shared their concern
during the recent CtC Graduate meeting.

3. CULTURE
Need more literature? How about the
FCA discussion paper on culture:
"Transforming culture in financial
services – driving purposeful
cultures". Click here.

Connecting with one another in
times of crisis
Our CtC Trustee Karthik
Subramanya is a busy man with a
portfolio of NED and advisory roles:






Connecting with one another in
times of crisis

Senior Advisor with Boston
Consulting Group advising
their Energy and Utilities
practice.
Board Member of Scottish
Enterprise, Scotland's
economic development
agency.
Board Member of Creative
Scotland, which is the main
funding body for arts, screen

The one and only Silka Patel, coChair of the CtC Graduate Group
described the recent March
Graduate Group meeting held over
Zoom as follows:
"At times when we are all feeling
under the pressure, it's great to
know that you have support,
guidance and voices of experience
to help you through unchartered
territory.
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and creative industries in
Scotland.
Panel Member, Competition
and Markets Authority
Executive Director, GMS
Wind, Offshore Wind Energy
Development Company
Trustee of Changing the
Chemistry
Artistic director of Indian Arts
Connection, delivering
excellence and inclusion in
the BME arts in Scotland.

The CtC Graduate Group is a safe
space to do just that and I’m
thankful for the peer-to-peer
engagement tonight."
One participant replied with
"Thank you everyone! I am feeling
much calmer and more informed
after yesterday."
Great example of the power of
connections and connecting in, with
and through our CtC community,
online or offline!

In the first week of the lock-down,
Karthik reached out to his fellow CtC
Trustees, asking whether everyone
was ok. A simple question, a big
impact. It allowed our trustees to
connect, not in their roles as
trustees, but on a personal level.

We take this opportunity to
wholeheartedly thank Silka for her
years of volunteering, knowledge
sharing & leadership in CtC!
For those of you who don't know
Silka (yet), she is
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Senior Marketing Manager
at Leidos
Advisor to the board of The
Glasgow International
Festival
Non Executive Board
Member at Technology
Scotland
Board member of the
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Economic Leadership Board
NED of the Glasgow
Women's Library
Co-Chair of the CtC
Graduate Group
Founder & Board Member of
the Scotland Women in
Technology

CtC LinkedIn Corner
MM Search is launching a NonExecutive Academy and invited our
Chair Neil Stevenson to come and
speak. The event has been
postponed because of Covid-19.

An interesting and in retrospect
perhaps timely webinar was recently
published on LinkedIn by the
ECODA, the European
Confederation of Directors
Associations, about "The Future of
Boards: Evolution, Digitalisation and
Tax Governance":

Karthik, you are one of a kind!
Thank you for connecting with a
touch of humanity, a touch of art and
a touch of colour!

"What does the future of corporate
governance look like? Can boards
keep up with the rapid digitalisation
and diversification of society? How
can corporate governance help
create a sustainable tax approach in
times of fundamental change?"
Click here to follow the ECODA
panel discussion.
Note: when you come across
interesting topics, discussions, links
on LinkedIn, feel free to tag us
(@Changing the Chemistry, make
sure our name and logo pop up) in a
comment on the post, that way we
can pick it up easily, or copy the link
in a post in the 'All Member'
community on the CtC platform.

CtC Twitter corner
We are now following 1000 other
Twitterati and have nearly 1300
followers.
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This month, we take a closer look at
our LinkedIn stats follower
demographic.
We currently have 333 followers
with the following 'follower location
demographic': more than 50% is
from Edinburgh, followed by
Glasgow, then London and Falkirk.

When we look at our 'Visitor
Demographics', we see that 40%
are Business Development, followed
by IT, Operations, HR, Community
and Social Services.

FYI, the hashtags we often use on
Twitter are #QualityThroughDiversity
and #DiversityOfThought.
Our volunteers at the helm of our
CtC Twitter handle are CtC Trustee
Martha Walsh and Alexandra
Mancini. Thank you!

The 'Seniority' demographics of our
visitors is as follows: 35,5% is
Senior, followed by Director, VP,
Entry and Manager, according to
LinkedIn parameters.
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Industry-wise, our visitors are
coming from Civic & Social
Organisation (16%), Management
Consulting (15%), Non-Profit.
EasyFundraising
Many online retailers such as John
Lewis, Groupon and H&M have
increased the percentage of sales
they donate to charities
via Easyfundraising in light of the
Covid-19 situation. If you're going to
shop online anyway, it's definitely
worth checking if your chosen
retailer is on Easyfundraising - it
costs you nothing.

Company-size - wise, our visitor
demographics look as follows: 19%
is between 11-50 employees and
201 - 500 employees, 18% between
2-10 employees, 11% between
1001-5000 employees.

Currently 63
members participate and they
raised £491.87 over the year (1st
April to 31st March). Comparing this
12-months figure with the year
before, it is slightly below 2018
(£558), but higher than in 2017
(£457).
Claire Conachy at Odgers Berndtson is currently
looking for an NED for Home Group
Scotland. This organisation has significant
turnover and is profitable with over 5,000 homes
in Scotland (and is part of a wider UK group).
Whilst not a paid role, expenses are covered and
this could be a great first board if you have some
experience or knowlege of social housing or the
government policy in this area. If you're not sure,
please contact Claire Claire via email Conachy or
call her (07866 010781)

Amazon Smile: As for Amazon
Smile, to date, we have received
£15,99 and have 19 supporters
supporting CtC! Thank you!

New Board Roles
Congratulations to Belinda Oldfield
who is now a board member at
Northern Ireland Water and the
Central Market Agency Board (who
govern the water retail market in
Scotland).

Please think of CtC when
shopping online - It costs you
nothing.
*************************************
Thank you to CtC Trustee Roger
Duerden for collecting the
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Amazon Smile figures and for
updatig the membership register
which makes it much quicker to
update this CtC Newsletter
distribution list!

Board Observing Opportunity: Interested
in learning more about the board room? Why not
observe the boardroom as a first step? Why not
gain practial insight into charity governance by
observing CtC's board of trustees in action
(virtually in current times)? The deadline for
applications has been extended to 19th April.
If you are interested in becoming the CtC’s new
Board Observer, you should email CtC Chair,
Neil Stevenson enclosing a short CV and setting
out what you wish to gain from the experience of
observing the CtC Board in action. For more
information see the document on the platform
here (you need to be logged in) which also
includes feedback from the previous observer.

USEFUL CtC EMAIL ADDRESSES
Here's a handy overview of the email addresses CtC uses, all @changingthechemistry.org:
* board.vacancy@ - details of roles to share
* success@ - details of you new board appointments
* contact@ - general queries
* events@ - member event ideas/intros
* CtC.volunteer@ - offers of help
* member@ - onboarding queries
* member.setup - platform set-up queries
* technical.support - platform problems or access issues
* member.communication - interesting news articles to share for the newsletter (OR post them
yourself in the All CtC Members group)

Copyright © 2020 Changing the Chemistry, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website.
Our mailing address is:
Changing the Chemistry
3a Dublin Meuse
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Edinburgh, Midlothian EH3 6NW
United Kingdom
Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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